
Foreign Investment in Real 
Property Tax Act (FIRPTA) 
withholding

When is FIRPTA applicable? 
If the seller is not a US citizen or legal US resident, the buyer may be required by law to 
withhold a certain percentage of the purchase price. 

Does the buyer plan to use the property 
as his or her primary residence? 

NO yES

Buyer is required  by the 
IRS to withhold 15% of 

the purchase price

Seller completes Form 
8288 which allows title 
company to remit funds 

to the IRS

What is the 
purchase price?

If $300,000 or less
• Buyer completes    

FIRPTA Buyers 
Affidavit 

• Seller is exempt 

More than $300,000, but 
not more than $1,000,000
• Buyer (per 

IRS) must                   
withhold 10%

• Seller completes 
Form 8288 
which allows title 
company to remit 
funds to the IRS 

If More than $1,000,000 

• Buyer (per IRS) 
must withhold 15%

• Seller completes 
Form 8288 
which allows title 
company to remit 
funds to the IRS 

Questions? 
Contact your account manager today!
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Frequently asked 
questions

Who is responsible for FIRPTA withholding?
The IRS rules place the responsibility for withholding potential income tax due in the amount of 

10% or 15% of the purchase price on the buyer of the real property from a foreign entity. The 

real property becomes the security for the IRS to ensure that they receive taxes that are due. If 
the payment is not made by the buyer, the IRS can seize the real property (or other assets of the 

buyer).

When is a Seller exempt from the FIRPTA withholding?

• When the sales price is not more than $300,000 and the buyer or a buyer’s family member 

plans to reside in the property

• The Seller provides a certificate stating that he or she are not a foreign seller (e.g. they are a 
US Citizen or legal resident alien).

• The Seller may apply for and receive a withholding certificate prior to close of escrow from 
IRS to excuse withholding or reduce withholding.

Can the buyer assign the responsibility for withholding to the settlement or escrow agent?
There are no provisions in the IRS rules for the buyer(s) to assign their responsibility to anyone 
else, including the title company or real estate agents. The title company/escrow agent cannot 

provide legal or tax advice.

Is the buyer protected if he or she did not know the seller was foreign and the buyer plans to 

use the property as his or her primary residence and the purchase price is over $300,000?
The buyer is only protected if the 10% or 15% is withheld or the seller signed a non-foreign 

affidavit.

The seller and buyer do not want to engage a CPA to answer their questions. Can the real 
estate agent or escrow contact help with FIRPTA questions?
Escrow personnel and real estate agents may have experience with FIRPTA, but are not 
qualified to provide advice on individual taxpayer’s situations. 

Please note this content is general information only and should not be relied upon for tax, legal or accounting advice.  

You should always consult your own tax, legal and accounting advisors before engaging in any transaction.
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